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ABSTRACT. Issues of water security are rapidly becoming more widely recognized as impacted. Increased levels of carbon dioxide are
clearly evident and long-term temperature increases are clearly evident. These indicators are being used to compile evidence that sea
level rise in the future will be between 0.3 and 1.0 m by 2100 and, combined with more severe storms along coastlines, will translate
into increasing challenges for coastal cities. The enormous glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica will continue to contribute to sea level
rise but fortunately, at modest levels, for thousands of years. On the other hand, land-based glaciers will continue to become depleted
and the ramifications to agricultural practices are expected to be profound, with situations of significant percentages of the world’s landbased glaciers being lost by 2100. Further, the disappearance rate of the Arctic Ocean ice cover is already profoundly evident, with losses
of ice cover of about 13.1 percent per decade now occurring. Rates of warming in the Arctic are increasing at two to three times the
global annual average and warrant further forecasting of the implications. With the reduced ice cover, the water in the Arctic Ocean is
now absorbing the energy from the sun, not reflecting the sun’s energy, thereby accelerating further ice cover melting. The result is that
the jet stream is weakening and evidence is mounting that there will be increased excursions of the polar vortex causing very cold weather
extremes in northern hemisphere areas.
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1. Introduction
Issues of water security and the implications of ongoing
climate change are profound, and intensifying. Evidence of climate change is widespread and sporadic, including many dimensions including intense rainfall events, destructive storm
surges, and the growing scarcity of accessible potable water.
As an indication of changing circumstances, although the overall number of hurricanes has remained roughly the same during
recent decades, there is evidence that hurricanes are intensifying more quickly, resulting in greater numbers of the most severe category of four and five storms (see Figure 1). The recordbreaking 2020 hurricane season in the US produced 30 named
storms and the 2020 Atlantic hurricane season also broke records as Tropical Storm Edouard formed as the earliest 5th named
Atlantic storm on record (Sassian, 2020).
A further complication for water security is that while the
world’s population has doubled over the last fifty years, water
use has tripled; there is not sufficient water for that opportunity
to be available again. As an indication of how complicated this
problem is becoming, the findings in a case study in the Zabezi
River basin in Africa indicate that while future climate change
*
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is projected as 25% of the impact to future water scarcity in the
Zambezi watershed, 75% of the impending water scarcity in the
Zambezi is attributable to expected population increases (and
its related food, energy, and changing dietary habits), showing
that population increases also represent an important threat to
water security (McBean, 2017). With projections indicating that
the global population will reach 10 billion people by 2060 (UN
Population Division, 2019), this further complicates the challenges that 10.9% of the human population live in coastal zones.
That percentage is projected to increase to 12% (a larger percentage of a larger population in 2060), indicating the risks are intensifying (Neumann et al., 2015). These and many more issues
are resulting in water security issues becoming increasingly
challenging.
Other dimensions demonstrating intensifying water security conditions include extraction of groundwater to respond to
the needs for water supplies to megacities, are resulting in significant land subsidence. Particularly relevant is since most of
the world’s megacities are located in coastal zones (Brown et
al., 2013) and many are situated in large deltas. Megacities are
acting as gateways to the global economy but also, subject to
sea level rise, land subsidence through groundwater extraction,
and hurricanes/typhoons (McBean and Huang, 2020).
While the preceding examples represent just a few of the
widespread challenges of water security, there are definite limits to our understanding of the degree to which individual aspects
of climate change are influenced by, and influencing to, key
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features. In particular, the roles of glaciers, and rates of depletion of ice cover on the Arctic Ocean are now increasingly being
assessed for their potentially important roles in influencing the
Earth’s rate of climate change. With the intent of gaining an
improved understanding of important historical influences changing water security, and information which continues to be assembled, this paper focuses on prioritizing a number of specific
issues needing understanding as climate change on Earth continues to evolve.

Figure 1. Hurricanes-Over-the-Atlantic Basin
(Statista.com, 2021).

2.2. Implications of Ice Age Timing on Sea Level Changes
The world’s most recent ice age was completed approximately 8,000 years ago. For the preceding period, from 14,000
to 8,000 years ago, huge changes in sea levels (~120 m) took
place, due to the melting of the glacial ice on land (see Figure
2). Then, from 8000 years ago to the present time, the rate of
increase in sea level has been characterized as much lower, at
the rate of ~1.3 mm/year (Hünicke et al., 2015), arising from
consequences such as the continued melting of land glaciers as
well as the thermal expansion of the oceans. As a specific indicator of the future, the IPCC 5th Assessment report (IPCC,
2013), predicts that thermal expansion and land-based glacier
melting moving forward in time are projected to translate to
relatively low rates of sea level increase, at between 2.6 to 9.8
mm/year, meaning sea level rise is projected to increase between 0.3 and 1.0 m by the year 2100 (IPCC, 2013).
Potentially influencing whether the relatively modest increase in sea level over the last 8000 years as predicted depends
on whether another ice age begins. It is relevant to note that
there is significant evidence that if climate conditions were not
being disrupted by human activities, the world would likely be
in the beginning stages of another ice age. The Earth’s wobbly
rotation is considered the likely cause of periodic ice ages with
the Earth’s mildly eccentric orbit around the sun being the pacemaker of great ice ages (Weisman, 2007). Individually, glacial
ages have lasted upwards of 100,000 years, with intervening
thaws averaging from 12,000 to 28,000 years (Weisman, 2007).
For the last few million years, the continents have remained
essentially where they exist today, and glacial ages have recurred quite regularly. However, the consensus is that the Earth appears to be in an interglacial period, and as will be demonstrateed below, the Earth’s atmosphere is warming.

2. Examples of Indicators Showing Intensifying
Climate Change Concerns
2.1. Overview of Classes of Features Showing Intensification
of Climate Change
Issues of intensifying climate change are substantial individually but the need exists to collectively assess different dimensions to provide an overall assessment due to their individuality. An overall assessment must rely upon various types of
indicators since no single indicator is, by itself sufficiently rigorous to indicate the breadth of climate change impacts. Hence,
the next four subsections each describe individual domains of
information, all contributing to assist in arriving at conclusions.
The first segment briefly indicates the role of the earth’s periodic ice ages, and subsequently, the roles of the polar glaciers,
influencing sea level rise. While these two segments focus on
sea level rise, the third segment describes a very different dimension which is expected to cause enormous challenges due to landbased glaciers melting, but the most poorly understood and one
of the most important dimensions of climate change, is the possible result of the melting of Artic Ocean snow and ice cover,
and the influence of the troposphere in impacting the climate.

Figure 2. Post – Glacial Sea Level Rise. (Reference: Adapted
from Wikipedia. Sea Level Rise, accessed November 8, 2016
– This figure was prepared by Robert A. Rohde from published
data, and is incorporated into the Global Warming Art project).
To understand the background as to why the Earth’s atmosphere is warming, consider the historical accounts of gradual
swings in carbon dioxide concentrations that have been thor-
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oughly researched and are now well-established (e.g., see Hayset al., 1976; Maslin, 2016). As shown in Past Global Changes
(2021), the atmospheric carbon dioxide levels have increased
from 180 to 220 ppmv from 20 thousand years ago, then increased substantially from 20 thousand years ago to 280 ppmv
to about 1,000 years ago to more than 400 ppmv, and now, CO2
concentrations are consistently more than 1,000 ppmv. With
the current situation of humans extracting so much of the carboniferous deposits (e.g., oil and gases) that accumulated over
millennia around the world, and releasing the carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere, human activities are releasing massive
amounts of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere (5 to 8 times the
rate of carbon dioxide released during the Eocene) (McBean
and Huang, 2020). The CO2 levels are now continuing to dramatically increase and it is now widely accepted that humans
have caused this acceleration in CO2 levels, and that ongoing
global environmental impact is occurring due to anthropogeniccaused (i.e., human-caused) climate change. Related projections
are for increasing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere and increasing temperatures, year over year. The warmest temperatures in decades, with global temperatures increasing from 1880 to 2019, are showing increasing levels as evident
in a global land-ocean temperature index by NASA (NASA Global, 2021). These results show temperatures have demonstrated
progressive increase over the past 140 years (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Temperature differences from 1980 ~ 2016 (as
modified background from NASA, 2017).
Given the supporting rationale which is now being widely
accepted as causing the relatively low rate of change of sea level (i.e., extending the sea level elevations into the future, from
those indicated in Figure 2), concerns are focusing on the implications to rainfall rates. Specifically, the impacts of global temperatures have been assessed using the Clausius-Clapyron equation showing that the water-holding capacity of the Earth’s atmosphere increases by 7% per ºC of increase (RNMI, 2009).
Hence, from NASA (2017), the temperature anomaly (from Figure 3) indicates that the annual mean temperature difference
from 1980 ~ 2016 is 1 ºC from 2005 to 2016, there are bases
for interpreting there is increased moisture in the atmosphere,
more energy, and more intense storms as are being reported (see
e.g., Martinkova and Kysely, 2020; Sen Roy and Roy, 2021;
Vergara-Temprado et al., 2021).
As a result, there is general agreement that sea levels will
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increase by 0.3 to 1 m by year 2100, and hence problematic,
and coastal cities will continue to be hit by increasing typhoons
/hurricanes, and some small island countries will be submerged
causing devastation, and the need for more protective measures
to control coastal flooding (e.g., see McBean and Huang (2020)
for examples of possible actions).
2.3. Assessment Whether Polar Glaciers Are Likely to Melt
An indication of the importance of polar glaciers is needed,
to establish context. The Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are
enormous. If total melting of these polar glaciers were to occur,
the consequences would be catastrophic, as Greenland and Antarctica are home to most of the world’s glacial ice. These thick
slabs of ice, namely 3,000 and 4,500 m thick on average, respectively, contain most of the freshwater on Earth. Combined, the
two regions contain sufficient ice that, if melted, ocean levels
would rise by nearly 65 m, making the understanding of these
glaciers not just interesting, but crucial to the world’s adaptability/survival.
Current estimates of the mass loss from the Greenland Ice
Sheet and Antarctica contribute at this time around 25 and 10
percent, respectively, of the global sea level rise of about 3
mm/year (Schmith and Tonboe, 2009). Even a small percentage of melting of the polar ice cap in Antarctica would be catastrophic but that won’t happen for thousands of years (McBean
and Huang, 2017). Levermann et al. (2013) indicate that over
thousands of years, the Antarctic ice sheets will contribute 1.2
m of sea level rise per degree of warming. For warming between 2 ~ 4 ºC, the Greenland Ice Sheet will contribute 0.34 m
of sea level rise per degree of warming, and it has a total sea
level contribution of up to 6 m (Schmitch and Tonboe, 2009).
The result is that polar glacier melting for Greenland and Antarctica will be continuing to add to sea level rise but at relatively small levels for the next century.
2.4. Implications of Melting Land-Based Glaciers
A very different concern from the issue in Section 2.2 is
the degree to which land-based glaciers are expected to dissipate with time. There are about 198,000 land glaciers in the
world, covering 726,000 km2, and 0.5% of the Earth’s land surface excluding the large Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (Davies, 2021). However, the sea-level equivalent of all the landbased glaciers in the world is only 0.41 m, which means that
land-based glaciers’ contributions represent only a portion of
the expansion of the ocean (Davies, 2021). Together with the
Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, land glaciers cover approximately 10 percent of the land (about 16 million km2) (NSIDC,
2017). To put these magnitudes in context, during the most recent Ice Age, glacier coverage was substantially larger, at 32%
of the land (NSIDC, 2017).
While the long-term contributions to global sea level rise
are eventually limited by the relatively small volume of ice contained in the land-based glaciers, their importance to global
populations are enormous since their current melting augments
the available fresh water otherwise available for use by the human population. These land-based glaciers have short response
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(a) Arctic Sea Ice 1979

(b) Arctic Sea Ice 2020

Figure 4. Arctic sea changing over time (Ref. data source: Satellite observations; credit “NASA scientific visualization studio”).
times (Note, this statement does not include the Hindu Kush
Himalayan (HKH) mountain glaciers in Afghanistan, the socalled “water tower for Asia” which contains a significant portion of the world’s land-based glacier water (Scott et al., 2019;
Taraky et al., 2021). Hence, for all the land-based glaciers in
absence of the noted HKH exception, react quickly to climate
change and are currently contributing about one-third of the currently observed sea level rise; as a result, the contributions from
land-based glaciers are more important than the Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets on decadal timescales. The importance of
the land-based glacier contributions are, however, very important and the acceleration of the melting of the remaining glaciers
and sea level increases in that the depletion of the land glaciers
will have devastating consequences for the millions of people
who rely on melting from these glaciers to provide freshwater,
as they buffer the effects of seasonal precipitation regimes. Loss
of land-based glacier melt will drive many agricultural areas into terrible situations, as the melting glaciers disappear.
The loss of these land-based glaciers will dramatically increase glacier hazards associated with glacier recession. Tourism
and economies will be hit as land glaciers shrink. It is noted that,
as a specific example, Canada is home to a significant percentage of the world’s land-based glaciers and by 2100, scientists
predict that those in Alberta and British Columbia will have lost
70 per cent of their 2005 volume due to climate change (Rutter
and Baker, 2018). The net result is the loss of land-based glaciers will not have large implications to sea level rise but will
certainly cause enormous impacts to the availability of freshwater on the continents themselves.
2.5. Role of Ice Cover on the Arctic Ocean
The third aspect of glaciers and water availability, one
which has not received the attention that is warranted, is in relation to the Arctic Ocean, and the effects of climate change. The
Arctic Ocean is increasingly being considered as having an enormous role on the rate of global warming with recognition
that climate change is not only a polar issue, but a global issue,
and will require global solutions (Mernild, 2009).
Changes in climate have been greatest in the Arctic as
dwindling amounts of snow and ice cover enhance the effects
of warming. Arctic Ocean ice cover changes show the substantial change over time (see Figure 4). Ice has a high albedo mean-

ing that because ice is white and highly reflective, it reflects incoming energy in the form of solar radiation. As the ice melts,
the underlying and much darker seawater absorbs much more
solar radiation, becomes warmer, and will be heating the atmosphere. Hence, the issue of the northern pole is the reflectivity –
rapidly evolving to become more open water, not ice cover –
which influences the radiation level. Due to the ice-albedo feedback, sea ice is an important factor for how much the global climate system changes. Thus, reduced ice cover leads to higher
water temperatures which in turn, lead to even less ice cover
with time (as apparent in Figure 4). The melting rate is compounded by the fact that winters in the Arctic (i.e., during winter when the Earth is closer to the Sun than during summer) are
shorter than summers.
While the Northwest Passage was fervently pursued in historical times where the interest was to provide trade access between Europe and Asia, the Northwest Passage was impenetrable due to the ice cover on the Arctic Ocean. However, those
times have changed. The extent of ice cover on the Arctic Ocean
has undergone dramatic changes (see Figure 4) which illustrates
the declining extent of ice cover on the Arctic Ocean, (NASA
Arctic, 2012). Ice thickness at the North Pole is about 2 ~ 3
meters and while there are areas with ice thickness up to 5 m,
sufficient amounts now have melted that the northwest passage
is now open during summer periods (National Snow & Ice Data
Center, 2021). Arctic sea ice reaches its minimum each September and is now declining at a rate of 13.1 percent per decade, relative to the 1981 to 2010 average, an area equivalent
to that of Denmark (almost 43500 km2) each year (Schmitch
and Tonboe, 2009). Figure 4 shows the Arctic sea ice extent
from 1979 to 2020, derived from satellite observations (NASA
Arctic, 2021).
Warming in the Arctic is changing at greater rates than the
global annual average, at rates that are two to three times higher
in the Arctic (IPCC, 2018). With dwindling amounts of snow
and ice cover, the effects of warming and the spatial extent of
ice cover disappearing rapidly, cruise ships are now passing
through the northern passageway. Arctic cruiseline business is
dramatically increasing and hence, what was infeasible one
hundred years ago, cruiseline passage is now readily available;
239 different cruiseline vessels made that passage by March 17,
2020 (Headland, 2021).
A snow/ice-covered surface reflects massive amounts of
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sunlight and therefore, has a cooling effect on the climate. However, with increasing greenhouse gases, the Arctic warms more
because the troposphere is thinner at the North Pole, and the reduced snow/ice cover and sea ice leads to less reflection of the
sun’s rays, resulting in the water now absorbing the energy from
the sun, causing more ice cover melting. As the Earth’s surface
warms, there is more energy emitted back to space. However,
less energy is radiated back from the Arctic compared to lower
latitudes, meaning the Arctic warms more quickly.

3. Polar Vortex
While the previous section refers to specific dimensions of
glaciers and Arctic Oean snow/ice cover, an additional dimension to understand how the role of snow and ice cover in the
Arctic Ocean will translate to being referred to as causing polar
vortices which are influencing the winter climate in the northern hemisphere. However, before the polar vortex can be described, it is essential to first describe the impacts of loss of
ice/snow cover on the Arctic Ocean, the warming of the Arctic
Ocean water, and the role of the troposphere.
The stratosphere is the upper middle part of the atmosphere, and is the level containing the Jet Stream winds. The
troposphere is the lowest layer of the earth’s atmosphere where
most clouds appear in the troposphere (~99% of the water vapor in the atmosphere is found in the troposphere). The average
height of the troposphere is 18 km in the tropics, 17 km in the
mid-latitudes, but only 6 km in the polar regions in winter (and
hence, much thinner in the polar region). Unlike the troposphere,
temperatures in the stratosphere increase with elevation. The
trend of rising temperatures with altitude means that air in the
stratosphere lacks the turbulence and updrafts of the troposphere
beneath.

The so-called “polar vortex” is not a new concept but will
become much more familiar with time as vortices are responsible for the dramatic, short-term changes in the winter climate
which are increasingly present. Specifically, the term “vortex”
refers to the counter-clockwise flow of air that helps retain the
bitterly cold air near the Poles. The polar vortex is a large area
of low pressure and cold air surrounding both poles of the Earth
(see Figure 5 depicting this situation for the northern hemisphere). The Jet Stream winds tend to keep the bitter cold air
locked in the Arctic. However, with rising temperatures in the
Arctic, less reflected sunlight, and evaporation and transpiration increases, the polar vortex weakens or collapses. With
large pockets of frigid air in combination with a weakening of
the Jet Stream, the result is the circulation dipping south with
the “wavy” character indicated in Figure 5. The strength of containment diminishes, loses strength, and the vortex slips or expands. The altering of the pressure and the temperature gradients of the polar vortex cause the weakening or collapse, creating the waving pattern. The result is that weather extremes enter areas outside (south of) the North Pole.
Due to these circumstances, the Arctic is warming more
than twice as rapidly as the global surface average (Cohen et
al., 2014) where this phenomenon is known as “Arctic amplification”. In summary, this stems from the rapid loss of sea ice
cover in the region and resulting energy from the sun that would
have been reflected away by the ice is instead absorbed by the
ocean, causing further warming.
While the polar vortex as described above has been well documented and acknowledged as present for a long while, its behavior has become more extreme as a result of climate change
(Shepherd, 2021). The warming has led to the loss of Arctic sea
ice, transforming a highly reflective icy surface to a dark absorptive surface. The change is warming higher latitudes and

Figure 5. Depiction of polar vortex for stable and wavy situations (NOAA, 2021).
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reducing the temperature difference between the warmer midlatitude and polar regions. Future climate change is likely to further weaken the polar jet stream, bringing rise to even more extreme and unusual weather patterns (L’Heureux, 2021).
The result of a weakened polar vortex is causing migration
south, bringing cold air with the vortex. As a result, there are
more intensive storms, and more water as warmer air is much
more effective at holding water, than is cold air. An example is
the major vortex effect which “shut down” Houston in February 2021. The polar air masses migrating south left 4 million
people in Houston, the US’s fifth largest city, without power
and water for days, in a city where snow doesn’t happen typically happen every winter. With the polar vortex, a major snowstorm hit the US with some areas receiving more than 0.6 m of
snow, as well, Spain experienced a historic snowstorm and some
Siberian cities reported storms below -70 ºC, and snowfall happened in San Diego in early March 2021. The need to forecast
and anticipate these types of frigid conditions is obviously important.

4. Summary Thinking
This final segment is intentionally not entitled “conclusions” because much remains to be learned and all that we understand now are “directions of change” but these directions
and magnitudes need to be evaluated. Water security issues are
clearly complicated and from the array of dimensions reflected
upon within the preceding text, the future water security of the
planet with climate change, population growth and human behavior is clearly going to become more challenging.
Basically, the points of summary thinking include:
(i) Climate change can be expected to increase the amount of
water movement in the hydrologic cycle, which will include intensification of the hydrologic cycle, lesser rates
of groundwater infiltration, increasing evapotranspiration,
and increased air temperatures. All of these will introduce
major challenges to the nexus of water security and the
world’s population;
(ii) The rate of rise of sea level will continue as a definite indicator of climate change. The projected increases in sea levels during the next century are expected to be (on average)
between 0.3 and 1.0 m from current conditions. Storm surge
and damage to coastal cities will continue to impact populations at risk, and actions to improve the resilience of coastal protection activities must be commenced, with no individual actions being sufficient by themselves. Some of the
increases in sea levels are occurring due to melting of polar
glaciers, continued melting of land-glaciers, and thermal
expansion of the oceans due to increasing temperatures;
(iii) The melting of many land-based glaciers will be catastrophic for many regions around the globe as many of the
land-based glaciers continue toward extinction; and,
(iv) Arctic Ocean ice cover will continue to be depleted. While
the loss of Arctic Ocean ice cover will continue, the North
Pole area will continue to warm, but the impacts on global
climate change need to be better understood. There is in-

creasing evidence that the rates of change are critical but
not well quantified and not understood as to the implications to areas beyond the North Pole. The changes in temperature will influence winter weather patterns, including
more frequent vortex weakening and slippage, with extreme cold periods impacting land masses substantially, to
areas within the northern hemisphere.
The most important message from this research is that water
security is destined to increase in severity throughout the world.
World populations must use water very wisely in the future, and
identify ways to do more, with less.
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